Sahaja YogaCoconut
Project
For the purification of Mother Earth
For the whole world
Photo Cabella 2005 Shri Mataji is present here

The Coconut Project
Shri Mataji has told Sahaja Yogis in Italy (according to Wolfgang Hackl) that only 1 coconut
has the special power to vibrationally cleanse a large area.
On the first of January 2020, a small group of Viennese Sahaja Yogis began to offer coconuts
to Mother Earth in vibrationally „heavy“ places. The Indian yoginis actively supported us
in this.
Because the vibrations have changed so positively and this collective "work" is so much fun,
a WA group has formed that works systematically and collectively with much love and
enthusiasm.
There is a coordinator, Walter, and therefore records can be made about the offering sites
so that „white spots“ can also be taken care of. Possible locations for coconuts where
something occured in the past are specially googled.
Since January 2020 2300 coconuts have been offered to Mother Earth in Austria alone.
In the meantime, the coconut spark has jumped from Vienna across Austria to Germany,
Switzerland, Croatia, Slovenia, Tenerife.....

Why should I join in?

Our Tyrolean Ghostbuster

with coconut backpack and shovel
always ready
The Vorarlbergers with heavy equipment

 We all want to be a good tool and help out
to make Shri Mataji's vision come true.
 Everything we do collectively accelerates our growth and it expresses itself in so much joy.
 This is such a simple, powerful way to immediately and tangibly make the world a little better.
 There are many beautiful experiences that confirm that the energy really changes immediately in
a positive way.
 Because in doing so we also help ourselves and love all life in this beautiful world
 Mother Earth so often shows us through the elements what important work we humbly and
gratefully do.
 Negativity from the past and from now is absorbed and transformed.
 Life for the people becomes easier as the influence of the Bhoots is decimated.
 Collective karma can change.
 Possibility of fewer natural disasters
 Everyday life becomes vibrationally easier for us yogis.
 Easier to give realisation
 More programmes and future Sahaja Yogis

How does it work?
 Buy coconuts with plenty of milk, without cracks or mould.
 Tip: Order at „Billa“ (for Austrians) ready for collection in 2 days.
 Clean the coconut from the fibres.
 The fibres near the 3 points is kept intact as it is auspicious.
 Paint the coconuts with Kumkum, with a cross and on the other side with Omkara, Swastika (not
if someone could see you with it or at places of the 2nd World War, as it has negative
connotations in our society) depending on what fits vibrationally.
 For this purpose, do not paint the 3 eyes on top of the coconut according to Indian yoginis. But a
bindi on top is so cute to look at.
 Vibrate the coconuts in front of Shri Mataji's lotus feet.
 You can also offer them before painting and paint them afterwards.
 You'll notice as you lovingly paint each coconut that it has a cute face and it looks like a head.
 The attention with which you offer the coconuts is important!
 For the protection of your home, or for a special, collective purpose. The coconut senses this
and adjusts to it.

How can this be intensivied?

 You can also offer a small, special puja to Shri Ganesha.
 In your own words, ask Shri Ganesha from your heart to bless the
coconuts for this purpose and guide you to the places.
 The coconuts then become even more powerful and you need fewer
coconuts for one place.
 It is very strong if you offer 3 coconuts in a Y-shape (see photo).
 At the end ask Shri Mataji that all the coconuts offered unite with and
purify the earth. (is very strong).

Where to offer coconuts?
 Actually everywhere
 Especially in places where something negative has happened: wars,
family violence, battlefields, Celtic sites, labour camps, castles, near
religious institutions such as monasteries, churches, cemeteries, prisons,
courts, centres of false gurus, places where (world) politics is made...Take
care: do not offer on private property.
 For protection and vibration increase in schools, kindergartens,
playgrounds, hospitals, sports facilities, adult education facilities,
government buildings...
 First look vibratory or spontaneously how many coconuts a place needs
and how many yogis should go together (important protection) for very
negative places.
 On trips, holidays or business trips, you can always take some coconuts
with you and a place to clean them is quickly found.
 Photo: Braies Lake/Lago di Braie Guru Puja 1989

How to offer coconuts?
Marianne's coconut taxi

 Search for a suitable place
 If you find a place with a violent past, it is also effective to offer the coconut at a
distance.
 Take a small shovel or spade with you.
 Give a bandhan over the future hole, dig, put vibrated water in, offer coconuts with
eyes up, offer vibrated water.
 In addition, you can offer flowers, vibrated rice...
 Close hole with hands only (do not step on it)
 Shri Ganesha-Mantra and Shri Adi Boomi Devi Mantra (additionally mantras,
depending on what is felt)
 Ask Shri Mataji from the bottom of our hearts that this place-area be cleansed.

Testimonials

Toscana Villa in Gmunden, Shri Mataji's name on the marble floor, near SY
Centre. Here Shri Mataji was in 1986 for Guru Puja and on this staircase Her Holy Feet
blessed the Traunsee - Lacus Felix - lucky lake Jai Shri Mataji

Dream with Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi
• This wonderful contribution comes from a yogini Parastou.
• I had a dream several years ago that I would like to share with you.
• In the dream I saw Shri Mataji in a classroom. She was standing at the blackboard
teaching us.
• I can't remember the content.
• It was raining. After class I walked up and asked Shri Mataji if I could take Her home.
• When there were only two of us in the car, I dared to ask Her something, namely about
secrets of the universe.
• Asked: Shri Mataji could you please tell me a secret?
• She replied, "Yes! Devotion and coconuts" Jai Shri Mataji

Testimonials
• From Vera: I experienced how we buried the coconuts and said the
mantras, that this energy of the coconut suddenly went like a volcanic
eruption, but under the earth in all directions. It was so incredibly fast,
so very fast vibrations, or strands of energy, white strands with an
unbelievable power, sensational power. Before that I was rather
doubtful whether it was really so helpful to bury coconuts. After seeing
this, I knew that it really can!!!! Well, have fun offering coconuts.
• Waldviertler Yogini: To all brave coconut warriors and those who want
to become one. The 3rd or 4th time I noticed it - as soon as we had put
the coconuts in the ground and started with the mantras, a soft, gentle
wind came up. The next few times I paid attention, and sure enough, in
the most hidden corner (we didn't want to be observed), in the most
windless undergrowth - Shri Vaju was usually there and accompanied
the ceremony. It was incredibly blissful every time, such a unifying
feeling. Not to forget - it is so nice to spend a few hours together,
meditating, sharing, enjoying being together and nature.

Field reports
• Marion: Wonderful sky signs! These rainbows were created at intervals of
2 hours, when on the same day on 05.02.2022 in Austria, Germany and
Switzerland a total of over 50 coconuts were offered to Mother Earth in
relation to the "false" Buddhism and boss .
• Kathrin: We were back at the Innspitz where we buried coconuts a few
days ago and I had quite a headache that day because I think I had been
cought by someone in the course. I wasn't feeling so great and we were
standing there at the Innspitz and suddenly I thought something was
working and I felt really good and I noticed how all the negativity and the
headache was being sucked out of me. I felt it really strongly and saw that
I was standing about 1 m from the coconut and it was incredibly pleasant, I
didn't want to leave. When we were a bit away, it stopped again and that's
why I noticed that the coconut really attracts negativity in an incredibly
powerful way. That was a great experience. It is such a special blessing
that we are allowed to do this work, we always feel with great gratitude. It
is such a beautiful collective experience to offer the coconuts together to
Mother Earth, which connects us more and more, especially in these
intense times of the pandemic, when almost nothing else is possible
collectively.

Testimonials
: New Elements Offered on the Side in Nuremberg!
How true thanks to our brothers and sisters in Germany

• Walter and Sinisa: We were in Vienna in the 21st district all day on the road with
coconuts and at the end there was 1 coconut left and we didn't know where to offer it.
And that's when we both asked: Please Shri Mataji take us to where we should offer this
coconut. We both went to the Sahasrara and then Mother took us there. To a very small
green area in the middle of small residential houses, very idyllic, very quiet. When we
came to the green area we noticed a cross with Shri Jesus in gold with a skull and a snake
underneath. I stayed by the cross and Walter buried the coconut by a nearby tree. When
Walter left, I suddenly felt the negativity of that place very strongly. The coconut was a
kind of protection as long as Walter was here. When he left, I felt a mountain of bhoots
and we knew there was something wrong with this place. When we went outside, we
saw a sign that in the 1970s the municipality of Vienna had rededicated this green space
from a former cemetery to a recreational green space. When we left, everything felt
much brighter, lighter and more joyful. We were so full of joy and gratitude that Shri
Mataji had led us to this place.

Testimonials-Guide
Walter, Sinisa and Arno: Walter googled and that's why we went to a big football ground in the 21st district and knew that
this place had a very violent past from the 2nd World War. 500 m before we reached the place we already felt such
violent attacks in the Void. We had armed ourselves beforehand with a joint meditation, puja water sprinkled and
lemon pocketed. There are 4 or 5 football fields there, where many children also train with a stadium. Somehow it felt
like everything was shrouded in a light mist. We also felt such a strong physical pressure that we really just wanted to
leave. After we had offered 2 coconuts, the sunlight came through and joy was felt again. We offered 4 coconuts there
and asked Shri Mataji to forgive everyone, all the atrocities and that the people who have experienced suffering here
can forgive each other and leave. We felt such strong vibrations then. We left there with so much joy and gratitude
knowing that the children who play sports here are protected and they can grow up well now.
Walter Sinisa and Willi: We went there again another day to the 21st district because there was an asylum centre on the
other side. We learned that fighters for IS in Syria were allegedly recruited and trained here. Therefore, this place had
almost more violent vibrations than the football field. We were able to offer 1 coconut there too and it was also there
that we immediately felt a change in the atmosphere. We have so many shared, beautiful experiences that we are so
grateful every time we were allowed to be an instrument. We have felt so often this wonderful guidance from our
Holy Mother that coconuts are so important. Nature gave us many beautiful signs of love and gratitude for this
important work, which can not be done by anyone else, only by Sahaja Yogis. Only we have received the divine
knowledge and technique from Shri Mataji. And perform this service of love for ourselves and the society. Thank you,
thank you, thank you Jai Shri Mataji.

Field report Switzerland

They are so happy

• The Swiss yogis have done such a wonderful job, bringing 41 coconuts to Mother Earth in Davos alone in the last
few months. There 50th meeting of the World Economic Forum lobbying organisation took place.
• We - 2 yoginis from Sautens/Tyrol and Gmunden/Upper Austria - deposited 3 tapes with Shri Mataji's speeches
of Shri Ganesha 2002, Shri Kubera 2002 and Shri Vishnu 1994 in a safe deposit box at a bank in St. Gallen on
01.10.2019, representing all Swiss banks. This was a collective project of brothers and sisters from Tyrol, Upper
Austria and Vienna.
• The request was that Shri Mataji bring justice to the money matters. Switzerland is considered one of the most
non-transparent financial locations in the world.
• Full of joy, we were able to spray puja water in the bank and chant the 3 great mantras as we put the tapes in
the locker. Everything was in divine flow.
• Report: RTL 19.01.2022 From Davos, the letter of 100 millionaires goes out into the world. With the request to
tax the wealth of the super rich of the world. It was even calculated how much aid could be set up with the tax
money of 2 - 5 %. A gigantic sum of 2.5 trillion US dollars with which, for example, 2.3 billion people could be
freed from poverty, etc. Perhaps this is a beginning in thinking and many dharmic deeds can follow.
• Report: Der Standard on 20.02.2022 Major Swiss bank – Credit Suisse - a safe haven for criminals and corrupt
people. A research network of 160 journalists from 48 media has uncovered how dictators, secret chiefs and
criminals are said to have stashed their assets in one of the most important Swiss banks. It concerns 18,000
bank accounts containing more than 100 billion dollars.
• No coincidence! We yogis can collectively make so much difference with our pure desire and sahaja actions. We
know that this will definitely change something. What, how and when is up to the perfect plan of our holy
Mother.

Intensify our Sahaj light
- Christine: Sometime in the nineties i was at the inauguration of teh new Ashram in Noida, when Shri Mataji went in
meditation and said:“You have no idea how beautiful the future will be, you have no idea. But before, be prepared.
You will get a lot of shocks. But never, never doubt and lose don´t lose the joy of the connection to the Divine.
Meditate, meditate, mediate.“
- Arnaldo, our elder brother, who recentlypassed away: Shri Mataji, our Holy Mother, made him lot of years ago in
Shudy Camps as her Raki-Brother. He wrote a diary about everything what Mother said. Arnaldo often was in the
Castle and Mutter let him guard the entrance. Mother talked about the described apocalypse of John. Other said taht
it will start in 2020 and will last until 2025. It will be a time of great vibrational development. However, also a lot of
people inside and outside of Sahaja Yoga would get too much involved (in the fight) with negativity and fall. The
„earth“ will get completeley mad. I guess that the people will get mad ith fear and panic due to extrem wordly
incidents.
- Sinisa: Shri Mataji told to an Australian Yogi that everyone sould spray vibrated water in his garden. After that we
should pray to zu Shri Mataji that the sun will appear. The water evaporate and rises to the heaven and builds clouds.
The rain brings the vibrated water back to the earth. It would be very helping if in view of the current situation that all
alle Sahaja Yogis, especially in the neighbouring countries of Ukraine and of course everywhere. Please share the
information.
- Nicol: Yesterday I saw a movie about nuclear tests I Gestern Abend habe ich einen Film über Atomtests gesehen and I
became aare about the invisible danger. The war in Ukraine has the highest priority. We ask Shri Mataji to inspire us
what we could do and bury coconuts all over the world to absorb also this negativity. - Helga: Lets make Aarti for
peace every day! Plaese Mother enlighten all Sahaja Yogis and families, all politicians and policymakers für peace in
Ukraine and in the whole world.

Shri Hanumana sparkded the coconut
• Australia/Melbourne

• Tenerife

• Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary......

Want to participate? Any questions?
Please send to:
 Email address and link to coconut groups:
- helga.kremsmayr@gmx.at (German only)
- walterkieweg@hotmail.com
- 1008 Coconut Group: (Language mostly German: AUT, GER, SUI, ITA, BOS, AUS, ESP,...)
https://chat.whatsapp.com/JeOmQy3DFZh5RjXWNeBsWa
- International Coconut Group at Sahaj Forum: (English)
https://forum.sahaja.yoga/t/coconut-project-vibrating-the-whole-world/782/28
 This presentation was created by 2 laymen, without any special expertise, but with a lot
of heart.
 With the wish that coconuts are offered for cleaning all over the world to show how easy
it is.
 There are so many miraculous experiences and adventures, but very few have been
documented.
 The photos are almost all taken while working with coconuts, with wonderful vibrations.
 Imprint Walter Kieweg/Vienna and Helga Kremsmayr/Gmunden (22.02.2022)

